Similarity based on atomic electrostatic potential in heterocyclic molecules: acidity of tetrazoles.
The multidimensional similarity measure, operating in the space spanned by potential values, and introduced recently for benzoic acids and monosubstituted benzenes, was applied to tetrazoles, hydrogenated tetrazoles, and phenyltetrazoles. High correlation of potentials at individual atoms constituting five-membered ring in tetrazoles was also found in hydrogenated tetrazoles despite the loss of aromatic character of the latter. Quality of the similarity measure was estimated by correlating it with Hammett constants and with free energy of dissociation for tetrazoles and phenyltetrazoles and methylation reactions for tetrazoles in gas phase. The correlations with the similarity measure were likened to correlations with the potentials at corresponding single atoms in the molecules. As the latter correlations were as good as (or even better than) the correlations with the multidimensional similarity introduced previously, we propose that potentials at the nuclei of congener molecules can be used as the simplest similarity measures. In addition to other systems where potentials at single atoms (sites of binding) were proven to be good reactivity descriptors, this investigation expands their applicability over some heterocyclic systems. Particularly, when similarity of acidic molecules is quantified by the potential at the dissociating hydrogen, it is a good measure of the acid strength both in gas phase as well as in water.